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ABSTRACT

Superconducting magnets made of high current
composites, often show their maximum performances
to be limited by the so called degradation. One
fundamental reason arises from the fact that if
transposition of the filaments in a composite al-
lows complete sharing of the transport current,
twisting does not. As a result, the filaments be -
have collectively and the overall self field can
give rise to a catastrophic flux jump. The question
is : are the usual multifilamentary composites sta-
ble ? If not, what current can be carried without
instability problems. Reciprocally what composite
is to be chosen in typical magnets to carry a given
current ? Expressions and curves act as very useful
basis for determination of quenching currents in
coils under various cooling.

I- INTRODUCTION

Composites made of thin filaments (10 to 50/U )
are often considered to be stable, as a whole. This
should be true if each filament could behave inde-
pendently. An equal current distribution could be
achieved by full transposition of the filaments, as
it is done for exarcple in a braid. But this seems
to be unlikely in any practical composite. An axial
twist provides no coupling between the filaments
with respect to the external field but couples them
with respect to the self field. Ql]

When the current increases in such a composite
the self field flux induces shielding currents try-
ing to keep the field out. As a result, the current
fills first the outer shells of filaments which are
brought to saturation whereas nearly no current
flows in the inner ones. As the size of the compo-
site increases, with increased number of filaments,
the self field effect may result in a flux jump, as
it does in a big monofilamentary wire.

If the earliest composite contained about one
hundred filaments, now several thousand filament
composites are produced in order to carry one to ten
thousands amperes. Thus, the question is : are such
multifilamentary composites stable ? If not, what
current can be carried without premature quenching
and degradation. Reciprocally, what composite is to
be chosen in typical coil conditions to carry a gi-
ven current.

II- CURRENT DISTRIBUTION AND FIELD PROFILES IN COM-
POSITES

Unequal current distribution in composites is
at the origin of extra losses and degradation. It
seems to be of interest to make a review of the cur-
rent distributions and field profiles in composites
(Fig. 1)

In the tnonofilamentary wire, when the transport
current is increased, the applied field being kept
constant, the self field is screened from the inte-
rior of the conductor and the current flows in the

outer section with a density Jc. In a quite similar
way, in twisted or untwisted composites, the fila-
ments being situate,! on concentric layers are magne-
tically coupled. The circumferential component of
the self field forces the current to fill the outer
shells first. In other words, this transport current
cannot be shared uniformly by all the filaments as
expected in full transposition.
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Fig. 1 - Current distributions and field profiles.

In twisted composites, the axial component Bz
of the spiral field allows some current to flow in
the inner unsaturated region with a mean density J=
4 ifl/P^, if I is the overall current, and p the
twist pitch. £2] , Practically, all the current
flows in the saturated outer region with a mean den-
sity JJ Jc. (p is the space factor of the supercon-
ductor). Tj,e current patterns and field profiles



due to the application of a transport current, show
that the filaments are acting collectively as a sin-
gle large diameter superconductor.

As regards the increase of the external
field, big circulating currents are induced in an
untwisted tnultifilamentary composite, to oppose any
change in magnetic field, as it does in bulk conduc-
tor. A. simple twist ensures good transposition with
respect to the external field, provided that the
twist pitch is well below the critical length |_3] .

In twisted composites, if the external field
B .t is much greater than the self field, the elec-
tric centre surface (E •= 0) is a plane separating
the region of currents flowing in opposite direc-
tion. When the external field and the transport cur-
rent are increasing simultaneously (Bext = KÎ ) . A
flux of external field in enclosed between electric
centre lines which induces current loops from the
outer shells to the inner shells. So the external
field, fights the unequal current redistribution
expected with a purely self fied effect. The current
distribution is greatly improved. In this case, the
current in the inner unsaturated region is not ne-
gligible. It can be calculated as an increasing
function of the product Kr , £4J

K is the slope of the load line : K = B

r is the radius of a filament.
S

t.

The total current carried by the composite is
given in figure 2.
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Fig. 2 - Overall transport current versus current
in the outer saturated section.

Ill- SELF FIELD EFFECT, CALCULATION OF THE DEGRADA-
TION.

When a time dependent transport current flows
through a composite the electric field becomes high
and self field losses appear as soon as the outer
shell of filaments comes to saturation. When, as a
consequence of a disturbance, magnetic flux enters,
heat is dissipated which can be catastrophic and
leads to a flux jump. Thus, for a given radius of
the saturated section, that is, a given current, a
so-called self field instability can take place, in
a similar way as in a mofilaiuentary conductor.

The local temperature distribution depends
mainly on the heat generation rate, the heat conduc-
tivity, the specific heat and the heat transfer to
the surrounding cooling medium. In composites, the
motion of flux is slown down by incorporating low
resistivity normal metal in order to decrease the

magnetic diffusivity Dm. Tnis allows tire for heat
to escape thanks to the high thermal diffusivity D
of the matrix. Both effects result in the existence
of slow flux jump (1 to 10 ms) .

This time duration explains the rolv. played by
the enthalpy of the surrounding medium in the impro-
vement of stability. In order to determine the time
dependent temperature distribution in the composite,
our approach takes into account the mean physical
properties of the composite.

If f) is the space factor of superconductor in
the composite, in copper matrix composites :

- the mean specific heat is C = rtCc+(l ~0)
c
cu

- the mean thermal conductivity is :

cu 1 y -Iff

- the mean resistivity is -feu (1 -p)

In the three component composites, appropriate
expressions for the physical properties, have to be
derived in each particular case, but our results can
be used quite extensively.

These expressions lead to the evaluation of the
thermal diffusivity and magnetic diffusivity D&"=K/C

Our calculations determine for which current I
smaller than the critical current Ic, the field dis-
tribution is unstable which results in a catastro-
phic increase of the température. It is found that
stability is violated for this given current if the
characteristic parameter ̂J of the composite is grea-
ter than a critical value ̂ 0 • WitbyJ ~/J («Je) R2/
C f , which is proportional to the cross section
area of the composite.

R is the radius of the composite, f} is the
usual temperature parameter of the critical current

The parameter /3c is plotted in figures 3 and 4
as a: function of the reduced current i = I/IC for
which the unstability occurs. Improvement to stabi-
lity and to fit is brought by the ratio )7 of the two
diffusivities D#7Dm of the composite.

The influence of the environment is taken into
account in two different ways

1. A reduced transient heat transfer coefficient
is introduced h = HR/K.

In liquid helium, a good order of magnitude is
H &2.104 W/m2°K in transient conditions.

For h < 0.001 the composite can he considered
as in r.lnost adiabatic conditions. Making i tend
towards 1, the well-known adiabatic criterion is
pointed out. ŝ /V2.7 for the cylindrical composite
whereas A& ,̂,3 for the slab model. £63

2. More sophisticated calculations taVe directly
into account the thermal conductivity and the heat
capacity of the surrounding medium.

The worst cooling conditions is an infinite sur-
rounding resin medium. Indeed, gas cooling is better
as regards stability enhancement, because of the
great enthalpy of the gas at A.2°K. The btst cooling
conditions (except direct liquid helium cooling) are



found in an impregnated coil wound directly in resin
without spacers between layers. The thermal proper-
ties depend, of course, highly on the thickness of
the isolation, but our example is well representa-
tive.

Fig. 3 - Critical parameter ft versus degraded
current i.

In order to determine the degraded quenching
currents, the curves can be used as follows : cal-
culate the .parameter K of the composite, estimate
the ratio V of the diffusivities, then deduce i
for the particular cooling conditions.

Experiments have been carried out to check the
validity of the calculations. These experiments in-
volve rather long samples in order to reduce the
axial diffusion of the equal sharing at the current
terminals

1 i
Fig. A - Critical parameter/£* versus degraded cur-

rent . . ' c

Small coils have been wound nearly no inductive-
ly. As it can be seen, the results are within a few
per cent accuracy in good agreement with the theore-
tical predictions (fig. 5). The main difficulty
seems to be the limited length of the sample which,
together with the equal sharing diffusion likely
enables heat to diffuse axially, thanks to the very
good thermal conductivity of the copper matrix.
Thus, the two dimension condition of the problem is
not satisfied. The quench of the sample is approa-
ched in two different ways, one may either first set
the current and then increase the temperature or al-
ternatively first set the temperature and then
sweep the current.

F i g. 5 - Experimental degraded currents in compo-
sites.

IV- EXTEPNAL FIELD EFFECT AND DEGRADATION IN COTLS

TV-1- Pggradation_j>rediction :

Similarly as in the previous section, instabili-
ty occurs when the inner radius of the saturated
section is small enough to enable the flux change
to cause energy dissipation which may lead to a ca-
tastrophic flux jump. Thus, the instability condi-
tions are identical, to the previous ones when con-
sidering the current i in the saturated region.

The current in the inner unsaturated layers is
not negligible. Using the curves y5c(i) in figures
3 & A, the degraded "saturated" current i can be
obtained. For the particular operating current and
the field Bext = KLf. using the relation ship bet-
ween x = IY/IC and i = Isat/Ic plotted in figure 2,
the degraded overall current IT « xlc can be found.

In order to take into account the dépendance of
the parameters on the field, one can proceed as fol-
lows :

(1) Plot the critical current curve I (B) out of
the short sample test in liquid helium,

(2) Determine the degraded current Isat • ilc(B)
versus the constant applied field in purely a self
field under the chosen cooling conditions,

(3)"Then, deduce the curve of quenching current
I_= xl (B) against the product Kr . The quenching
current of the rapnet is at the intersecting point
of xl (B) curve and the load line of the magnet
TT= Bext/K.

Figure 6 shows the theoretical degraded cur-
rents to expect, when increasing first the field



up to 4 teslas and then the current, or when the
current and the field are increasing simultaneously.
The cooling conditions are calculated for a coil
wound with 0.5 mm spacers between layers and filled
with a coax-paraffine mixture. This coil has been
operated. The experimental quenching current is
950 A. The theoretical calculations as well as the
experiment;! show the noticable improvement brougtli
by the external field effect.

- TABLE I -

Fig. 6 - Quenching currents in coils

IV-2- Ultimate_size &jn3.xim^m_number_of_fi la-
ments in comgosit^e :

In practice, the most important parameter of a
coil is the field Bext. The choice of conductor and
current according to seîf inductance, energy and
winding problems, leads to the coupling factor K,
which is together with the diameter ifs of the fila-
ments, a free parameter. Summarizing, we give, for a
5 tesla field, the degraded current ratio x • IT/IC
to be expected in composites for given filament dia-
meters ag.ainst the number of filaments, under two
typical cooling conditions. The copper/superconduc-
tor ratio is equal to 2. (fig. 7).

At the other end it is interesting to seek the
upper lin.it of the number N of filaments ensuring a
typical degraded current. This is shown on table I
for x = 0.82, which corresponds to I/Ic » 0.9 mea-
sured along\the load line.

irnpregrioted coil
epoxy resin

Environment

Ys(//)

5

10

20

50

Epoxy resin

N

24 000

7 700

2 600

650

Ic (A)

730

930

1 260

Impregnated coil

N

40 000

12 000

3 600

1 960 ! 900

IC(A)

830

1 430

1 750

2 700

IV-3- Comparison betveen a massive multifile—
men£arj;_cgnduct_or_and a_multistrand cable
carr£ing_the_same_currcnt :

In a six strand cable, for example, full trans-
position is ensured between the strands. As a result
the currents flowing in each strand are equal. l!oi,-e-

• ver, each strand made of a multifilaroentary twisted
composite shows inequal current distribution between
the shells of filaments. Degradation has to be esti-
mated on that strand and not.on the cross area of the
cable. The current in each strand being six times
lower than in the massive composite, degradation is
expected to be much lower. More over if the field
created by one strand is negligible with regard to
the external 'field, the coupling factor for each
sirand is six" times higher than for the massive
conductor. Both effects result in improvement of
stability.
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Fig. 7 - Degraded currents versus number of fila-
ments. (B = 5 T)


